Ask Every Student Action Plan | All IN Challenge Action Plan

Overview

Dyersburg State Community College is committed to Asking Every Student and creating opportunities for students to register to vote, learn more about the voting process, this history of voting, and the importance of voting.

Coalition

- Phi Theta Kappa
- Dr. Brigham Scallion and Andrea Franckowiak, Faculty Members
- Erin Smith and Stephen Thomas, Directors of Student Life
- Karen Norfolk, Susan Charley, Michael Brooks(?)
- Dr. Joshua Filtz
- Community Election Commissions
- Tennessee Campus Democracy Network
- Tipton County Public Library

Description of Work

Voter Education: Student and instructor lead push to educate students on the history and importance of voting. EX: Information Stations and Social Media Campaign. Utilize Zoom to speak to students and provide the information needed to register and a brief presentation that explains the steps of registration.

Voter Registration: Reserve computers in the labs as Registration sites at each location of Dyersburg State Community College as well as offer assistance in the process.

Faculty Initiatives: Incorporate the history and importance of voting into lectures in the Math, English, and History departments. Courses in these departments reach 99% of our campus population.

Motivation to Vote: EAB Navigate texts, My.DSCC email blast, flyers, ink pens with registration website and social media post will all be utilized to reach our students. Use electronic signage to advertise important dates.
Service Learning Experience: Training for students to survey polling sites to ensure that sites are ADA compliant. (Name of Committee)

Fall 2020 Timeline

August 26th, 2020- Drive up Voter Registration Rally, 2:00-4:00PM, All Locations

September 24th 2020- Drive up Voter Registration Rally, 2:00PM-4:00PM, All Locations

October 6th, 2020 (Tentative) Virtual Voter Education Event 3:00PM, Zoom

**Use of grant money**

T-shirts for those who help with the initiative

Rubber bracelets

Shirt pins

Paper Signage

Can use for food- prefer to not use for food